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Executive summary 

MediaMixer has as one of its goals to collect use cases from representative domains and propose on that basis a  
number of demonstrators of the MediaMixer technology, which relate to the described business activities and exist -
ing IT systems and workflows. 

This deliverable reports on the delivery of the first set of use case demonstrators, based on a proof of concept real-
isation with MediaMixer technology of the following use cases (cf. MediaMixer D2.2.1):

 Learning materials re-use as a use case is promoted by the partner JSI in collaboration with the video e-
learning platform VideoLectures.NET and the core partner Viidea. 

 News video material  storage and retrieval  for  the  broadcasters'  newsroom is  promoted by the partner 
CONDAT working with the IBM newsroom tool ANNOVA. 

 Exchange of copyrighted digital material as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration 
with the Linked Content Coalition. 

We present each demonstrator, outlining the path to its implementation and identifying the solution it offers to or -
ganisations in the target industry domain. A link to an online UI or video of the demonstrator is given.  

Also in this deliverable, we reflect on new use cases, which we have collected in the same period as the original use 
cases that were developed into the demonstrators. These use cases are gathered from new organisations, who have  
joined MediaMixer in this last period as core members. We will evaluate the possibilities to create (from these use 
cases) new proof of concept demonstrators before the end of the MediaMixer project, to be reported in the deliver -
able D2.2.3. 
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1.  Introduction

MediaMixer has as one of its goals to collect use cases from representative domains and propose on that basis a  
number of demonstrators of the MediaMixer technology, which relate to the described business activities and exist -
ing IT systems and workflows. 

This deliverable reports on the delivery of the first set of use case demonstrators, based on a proof of concept real-
isation with MediaMixer technology of the following use cases (cf. MediaMixer D2.2.1):

 Learning materials re-use as a use case is promoted by the partner JSI in collaboration with the video e-
learning platform VideoLectures.NET and the core partner Viidea. (Section 2)

 News video material  storage and retrieval  for  the  broadcasters'  newsroom is  promoted by the partner 
CONDAT working with the IBM newsroom tool ANNOVA. (Section 3)

 Exchange of copyrighted digital materials as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration 
with the Linked Content Coalition. (Section 4)

We present each demonstrator, outlining the path to its implementation, and identifying the solution it offers to or-
ganisations in the target industry domain. A link to an online UI or video of the demonstrator is given.  

Also in this deliverable, we reflect on new use cases we have collected in the same period as the original use cases  
were developed into the demonstrators (Section 5). These use cases are gathered from new organisations, who have  
joined MediaMixer in this last period as core members. Furthermore, we will evaluate the possibilities to create  
new proof, from these use cases, of concept demonstrators before the end of the MediaMixer project, to be reported  
in the deliverable D2.2.3. An outlook for the future development and (dissemination & exploitation) use of the 
demonstrators, concludes this deliverable (Section 6).
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2. VideoLecturesMashup - your topical channel of learning video

MediaMixer partner JSI collaborates with VideoLectures.NET and the core partner Viidea on this use case for Me-
diaMixer.

Summary of the use case
As use case partner, JSI integrated the MediaMixer technology into Videolectures.NET and hence demonstrated the 
value of the technology, while also itself benefitting from improved search and retrieval of fragments of its video 
assets. VideoLectures.NET users are looking to consume learning materials on specific topics of interest. Besides,  
they usually have limited time to find and watch the materials they want. Also, the topics they search for may be  
orthogonal to the materials themselves (be the subject of different parts of multiple learning resources, rather than 
the subject of a specific complete learning resource). Mediamixer technology allows users for easier and quicker  
access  to  those  different  parts  (fragments).  The  VideoLecturesMashup is  a  dedicated  channel  on  the 
VideoLectures.NET portal, which is capable of accepting a specific learning topic as input and produces as a result  
a mash up of fragments of learning materials from the site addressing that topic. These fragments are ordered in a  
meaningful way. 

Identification of media content
A dataset from the VideoLectures.NET digital repository was used. It  consists of ten videos, in particular five  
videos with slides and metadata and five videos with audio transcripts and metadata.  

Architecture & implementation

Fragment retrieval and presentation was implemented as a pluggable extension to the existing Video-
Lectures.NET technological platform. For this, specific interfaces had to be built into the platform itself to 
provide placeholders, where the Mediamixer technology can be plugged-in, in order to extend and comple-
ment existing site functionality. In addition, several components were created and extended to provide frag-
ment support:
As VideoLectures.NET is platform agnostic and is using either Flash or HTML5 technology to provide optim-
al experience on all devices, both Flash and HTML5 player codebases were extended, to complement existing 
lecture presentation experience with fragment functionality. A separate XML document (besides the existing 
SMIL XML timeline) is thus formed and provided to both players to describe fragments, which need to be 
played and/or highlighted. The fragment description will ideally be provided from other Mediamixer online 
web-services. However in our case, where these services were not yet available, we provided a fallback mech-
anism to use fragments that we could directly extract from our current data, namely, slide synchronization 
timeline and subtitle information. For this reason, we collected and gathered both the slide timeline and sub-
title information in the same data structure, which we then use for search and retrieval.

Media Fragment creation

Internally, the fragments were created based on slide synchronization timeline, where a view of existing data 
was used, and from available subtitle files which were parsed, analyzed and stored into the database to provide 
an option of full text search and fragment retrieval. The portal’s search interface was extended with fragment 
functionality and videos that are being displayed also present a list of fragments based on the specified search 
term.

Media Fragment annotation
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Time-fragments are currently being annotated with the available textual information, be it from slide titles or 
subtitle captions. In the future, we will rely on other MediaMixer services / SPARQL to provide additional an-
notation.

Media Fragment management

VideoLectures.NET is a large and constantly updated website that must provide reliable service on day-to-day 
basis. Bringing the MediaMixer technology into everyday production system requires a fully dynamic and on-
line support of all proposed services. Currently, all fragment management, creation and analytics are being run 
offline on a non-production database. The aim of the project is to enrich the internal interfaces of MediaMixer 
with a set of signals. These signals will either call external MediaMixer analytical services, each time a set of 
site content is added or updated and vice versa; update the site content when MediaMixer services provide ad-
ditional or updated fragment and annotation information.

Media Fragment retrieval

Fragment search and retrieval engine is designed as a pluggable architecture. The initial implementation is 
based on a simple text-search from the fragment database. Once the SPARQL data is processed and made 
available for the VideoLectures.NET dataset, we will replace or complement the existing fragment retrieval 
engine with the external SPARQL one. In addition, we are planning to improve the quality, of the internal text 
search results, by replacing the current built-in SQL text search with an external SOLR engine. 

 
Demonstrator UI 
Assessing the online demo the user gets a search engine and examples for search key words (example,  learn or 
structure). For instance, when entering search key word ‘learn’ the user gets seven matches, referring to the videos 
as a whole. 

First, we have one video indicated as an invited talk. On the left side of the page, users see metadata (name of the  
lecturer, title of the lecture, short abstract). 
   

invited talk:
Joshua B. Tenenbaum: How to Grow a Mind: Statistics, Structure and Abstraction 
The fields of cognitive science and artificial intelligence grew up together, with the twin goals of under-
standing human minds and making machines smarter in more humanlike ways. Yet since the 1980s they 
have mostly grown apart, as cognitive scientists came ... 

On the right side, we have fragments listed – fragments within the stated video referring to the search key word 
‘learn’.

 6:26 - Learning from very few examples  
 36:37 - Learning from very few examples (1)  
 37:02 - Learning from very few examples (2)  
 37:15 - Learning from very few examples (3)  
 38:16 - Learning from very few examples (4)  

Second set of results (6 matches) refers to video lectures. The layout is the same as mentioned by the invited talk  
video lecture.

lecture:
Luis von Ahn: Duolingo: Translating the Web with Millions of People 

I want to translate the web into every major language: every web page, every video, and, yes, even 
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Justin Bieber's tweets. With its content split up into hundreds of languages — and with over 50 percent 
of it in English ... 

 16:07 - Learning a New Language  
 21:51 - Learning With Real Content  

Catherine L. Drennan: Lecture 1: The importance of chemical principles 

 12:47 - So, you'll be learning in this class a great preparation  
 16:19 - yourself in what you really enjoy learning about.  
 19:45 - Did you guys have to learn the common ions?  
 20:00 - I didn't learn them, and that was really bad because it kept  
 22:27 - taken was because I would learn this new principal in chemistry  

Eric Grimson: Lecture 1: Goals of the course; what is computation; introduction to data types, operators, and 
variables 

 1:10 - to help everybody learn about computation, and that's  
 1:41 - We're going to try and help you learn how to think like a  
 5:37 - It's not bad to, if you like, learn from the skills of others  
 10:35 - them to help you learn.  
 11:11 - helping you learn the material.  

John Guttag: Lecture 24: Course overview; what do computer scientists do? 

 0:34 - people do once they learn about computer science?  
 3:03 - By now you've all learned that these experiments rarely are  
 8:02 - As part of this thinking recursively we learn about  
 8:05 - reduction, we learned how to, say, reduce the problem of  
 8:48 - scientists learn, is how to figure out what's relevant and  

Gunnar Rätsch: Introduction to bioinformatics 
I will start by giving a general introduction into Bioinformatics, including basic biology, typical data 
types (sequences, structures, expression data and networks) and established analysis tasks. In the second 
part, I will discuss the problem of predictive sequence analysis with ... 

 0:00 - Machine Learning in Bioinformatics  
 43:07 - Challenges for Machine Learning  

John Wargo: Lecture 1 - Course Overview: Science and Law 
Professor John Wargo introduces the central question of the course, "Can law shape a sustainable future 
for ten billion people?" The purpose of the course is to examine the most important U.S. laws adopted 
over the past forty years, and ... 

 17:57 - different cases about what we've learned.  
 31:38 - food I think is something to take note of and to learn from.  

Figure 1 shows the results of the search key word ‘learn’ as they appear in the online demo.
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Figure 1 : Results for the search key word ‘learn’

The user can click on one of the listed videos or directly on the listed fragments to watch the video/fragments. For 
example, as shown in figure 2,  if a user clicks on the first video on the list, then the system will show the whole  
lecture title on the top, below the information of which categories the video is categorized in, and information 
about the lecturer. On the right, it shows a picture banner, which shows at which event the watched lecture was  
given. After all this metadata the VideoLectures.NET player, which composed of the usual VideoLectures.NET 
layout (video on the left and sync slides on the right), is presented. Below the player, five features are presented:  
overview (short description, slide timeline), description (longer description), slide timeline (all slide timelines – a 
result  of  the  video  with  slides  synchronization),  authors  (description  of  the  lecturer)  and  fragments  (list  of  
fragments with timing).     
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Figure 2 : Layout of the demo features

Demonstrator links

 Video: available at http://bit.ly/videolecturesmashup
 Online: http://mediamixer.videolectures.net/
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3. Smart News – richer re-use of video in the newsroom

News video material storage and retrieval for the broadcasters' newsroom is promoted by the partner CONDAT 
providing search and recommendation support for the newsroom tool of ANNOVA1 GmbH for MediaMixer. 

Summary of the use case
The daily news shows have become the TV broadcaster´s first reference to their viewers. But unfortunately, the  
delivery of just-in-time, high quality news shows has become more challenging over the last years, by the needs 1) 
to serve the cross-department workflow integrating the growing number of input channels, 2) for a more complex 
composition of news contents to serve additional distribution channels and 3) to  further exploit the available vast  
archives and raw materials. 

Regarding this challenges, the MediaMixer project offers to shift the workflow more towards the Media Fragment  
level and employ the MediaMixer toolset. This allows to improve the news production through: 

 the cross-department retrieval for specific persons, places or objects inside the vast video content, 
 the establishment of a repository with re-usable video snippets improving the collaboration and shorten 

production time and 
 the more flexible composition of contents to serve different distribution channels such as Internet, TV,  

HbbTV or mobile TV. In addition, the semi- automatic Media Fragment identification and annotation of the 
MediaMixer toolset enables to better exploit the vast amount of footage and raw materials. 

The  MediaMixer  project  provides  a  demonstrator  offering  retrieval,  recommendation  and  re-use  of  Media 
Fragments for newsroom editors in the “Climate” and “Renewable Energy” domains. 

Identification of media content

Currently, newsroom editors mainly use their own archives, which can include the assets of the whole group of the 
station, e.g. in Germany the ProSiebenSat1 Group or the “Das Erste” association of public broadcasters, content 
from press agencies (e.g. AFP,  AP, dpa),  and third party video clip providers like Getty Images, ITN Source, Video 
Clipdealer,  Insertstock, Istockphoto,  NBC archives or Thought Equity Motion.  They all  offer mainly complete  
"videos” or “clips" from a few seconds up to several minutes with some metadata such as source, title, time, place,  
persons or category (e.g. nature, technology, sports ...), rating, DRM/licensing/billing information etc. 

However, the editors can only search in these sources by keywords associated to the whole video or clip. Since all  
videos and clips in the archives are added in an expensive, time-consuming manual process, only very limited parts 
of the own materials are available. Therefore, 

 it is not possible to find many relevant parts in the archived videos and clips with a sufficient precision and 
recall and 

 the  further  footage and raw materials,  which are  not  provided in the  archives and not  described by 
metadata are nearly not exploitable by the editing teams.  

Another difficulty is the access to 3rd party resources, which has usually to regard different access protocols and 
metadata formats.

In a first step, the MediaMixer project intends to exploit the broadcasters own archives and footage. It is planned to  
generate  Media  Fragments  with  annotations  for  a  selected  number  of  videos  and  raw  materials  through  the  
MediaMixer  toolset  and  provide  a  unique  search  function  delivering  Media  Fragments  from all  sources.  The  
exploitation of heterogeneous own and 3rd party video resources needs 

 automatic Media Fragment identification and annotation and

1  ANNOVA is one of the leading TV newsroom providers in Europe
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 a single cross-platform search for Media Fragments.

Architecture & implementation 
The architecture of the newsroom system should provide maximum flexibility, speed and scalability for handling  
complex workflows in broadcast news production – from content search, scripting, playlist management up to play-
out control.  Up to several hundred simultaneous users can be connected to a newsroom system. It must be possible  
to customize the system to meet all workflows of different company structures and support several workflows in 
parallel.  As the organization of the news production process could be re-organized every year, the system needs to 
be scalable and allow for flexible reconfiguration. As the described workflows are always time critical and a news 
edition cannot be delayed for some hours, the system must ensure robustness and stable performance e.g. by using  
HotStandby and a replication system.

The system should allow for a fast installation and offer configurable basic workflows. The tool should be pre-
tailored for the typical newsroom editor workflows of smaller domain specific TV stations and therefore ready to  
help  journalists  mapping  out  very  fast  an  effective  workflow.  All  features  to  configure  the  workflow  by 
administrators and end user functions should be easy to learn.

The system should support the prevailing standards to receive materials and metadata e.g. from wire agencies  
(NewsML 2, EventsML, TV-Anytime 3,  BMF format 4, DVB-SI (DVB Service & Event Information 5),  etc.) and 
allow for a connection to the prevailing  interfaces e.g. by supporting the XML-based Media Object Server (MOS)  
6 protocol to communicate with other newsroom devices, the OpenMedia Interface Service (OMIS) 7 for rich XML 
import and to connect 3rd party systems such as media asset management systems, teleprompter, video production 
systems, broadcast automation, DRM system and further studio devices. 

The Newsroom 

The broadcaster´s newsroom editors create several  news shows per day in very short  time windows,  from 15  
minutes up to several hours. For each news topic indicated by one of the associated newswires or journalists, the  
management has to decide about the relevance for the own news program, the introduction, the duration of the clip, 
the rights & costs and background materials to be gathered. If the topic is presented in subsequent news programs, 
a permanent search for additional in-depth, refined or updated information is required. The news clip´s length may  
range from a few seconds up to 3 minutes. The clip may consist of the speaker´s introduction, the presentation of 
still images and one or more video clips about the event, background information or comments. 

New challenges for the news production 

The changing news production process, the additional emerging networks to gather information, the new emerging 
distribution channels and further exploitation of video sources cause new challenges for the newsroom organization 
and tool support as further outlined in the following. 

From department oriented to integrated workflow 

The department-oriented search and editing of news,  sports  or  cultural  materials  of  the last  decades has been  
overcome.  The  modern  newsroom  is  organized  as  integrated  process,  bridging  the  traditional  division  of 
departments for national/international politics, business, science, entertainment, lifestyle, media and more. The new 
cross department workflow allows for a

 more efficient gathering of information from the various input channels, 

 closer collaboration between teams from several departments and

 seamless just-in-time news production, which may even incorporate free or independent agencies,  journal-
ists, reporters and writers. 

One new challenge is, the new workflow paradigm requires more powerful functions for 

2  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewsML
3  www.tv-anytime.org/
4  http://www.irt.de/de/themengebiete/produktion/bmf.html
5  http://www.dvb.org/technology/standards/a038_DVB-SI_dEN300468v1.12.1.pdf
6  http://www.mosprotocol.com/
7  http://www.annova.tv/en/products/features.php
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 search, 

 filtering and

 exchange
of materials across departments, platforms and media. 

New emerging distribution channels

The modern news production workflow also overcomes the former separate production for different distribution 
channels and media: all content is stored in a central repository, which can be exploited for different channels such  
as TV, WebTV, Internet, social networks and print. The assignment of the responsibility to a single department for 
all distribution channels allows to 

 obtain higher quality through topic-oriented editing,

 use more advanced and efficient editorial tools and

 extend the reach of the editorial department.

However, all distribution channels still need their specialists, since each of them has specific characteristics, such as 
a different 

 style to present and order the contents 

 relation between text, pictures and video  and

 quality and format of videos or pictures. 

Some channels also support user interactions or even “user-generated content”. This feedback from e.g. social  
networks enables the editors to improve the upcoming content generation for all distribution platforms.

New challenges are the provision of content for different channels requires a more comfortable 
 filtering, 

 classification,  

 management and

 flexible composition 
of the Media Fragments.

Improved news workflow by using the MEDIAMIXER toolset 

The new challenges for the changed workflow through
 cross department production,

 addressing several distribution channels and 

 exploiting heterogeneous resources 

could be crucially improved by 

 shifting the workflow from complete videos to the Media Fragment level and 

 employing the MediaMixer toolset to retrieve, annotate and enrich Media Fragments. 

This enables to break down the materials in smaller, re-usable video snippets from a few seconds up to a minute,  
which are annotated by expressive metadata allowing an efficient  search,  editing and combination of the best  
snippets about persons, objects or places: 

 the search for Media Fragments will allow to find many specific persons or objects inside the video 

 the editing of video materials will be eased, since the users
o need not always extract and cut re-usable snippets from larger materials and

o can use appropriate functions on the Media Fragment level to

 present 
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 filter 
 select and 
 combine 

video snippets.
 the re-use will be much easier, because the establishment of a Media Fragment repository boosts the ex-

change and multiple use of snippets in subsequent productions for the same subject

 the flexible composition of contents for different distribution channels will be optimized by operating on 
Media Fragments, since they allow to combine more flexibly smaller grains for the specific needs of a 
channel

 the collaboration with other departments and external partners will be improved through  a better division 
of work; in addition, smaller broadcasters or agencies can provide higher quality contents by exploiting  
sources and services of their networking partners

 automatic Media Fragment identification and annotation: the employment of the MediaMixer toolset al-
lows to extract and annotate more Media Fragments from the vast amount of footage and raw materials in a 
more automatic way than today.

The Use Case workflow

Newsroom tools support the workflow of editors and journalists in smaller, medium and larger sized broadcast  
stations. This usual comprises the program planning and event management in a theme oriented workflow, but  
different time related views are usually supported.  Most newsroom tools support the production of various types of  
programs such as news, magazines and sport programs. 

The use case and demonstrator - described in this document - will  only regard the features and user interface  
functions needed in the newsroom for the Media Fragment search, filtering and composition. 

Due  to  the  nature  of  news  shows,  most  materials  have  to  be  produced  or  acquired  quite  shortly  before  the  
transmission and they often include direct live video with commentaries from on-site contributors. Dependent on  
the character of the specific news show (e.g. short hourly five minutes overview, 20 minutes daily coverage, special  
news show for sports, economy or a special feature of some current dramatic event like the hurricane Sandy), the 
selection of single reports and related materials varies to a large extent and has to be finished under time pressure.  

The exploitation of annotated Media Fragments is very important for the use case because of two main aspects: 

1) the required richness and precision of descriptions for media resources can only be achieved, if not the me-
dia resources as a whole are described, but rather the contents as they appear on a time-line basis; thus each  
description (annotation) can be attributed to a precise temporal and/or spatial location within the media re-
source, which is the Media Fragment; therefore, Media Fragments are the means for indexing the content  
of the media resources; 

2) Media Fragments are the main elements for publishing purposes, because they can be re-used and mixed  
together to produce new reports and related content, e.g. which contain certain remarks or show specific  
events like a goal in a football match.  

The  following  graphics  (figure  3)  shows  the  main  actors,  workflow-  and  sub-workflow  steps  of  the  news 
production process:
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FIGURE 3:  Media Resource Re-Use and Mixing Workflow

Actors

The main actors for the media resource re-use and mixing workflow are the 
1) video editors 8 for the initialization sub-workflow, 

2) news editors for the preparation workflow, 

3) publishing team for the publishing workflow and 

4) archive group, which also includes experts for statistics, costs and rights management is responsible for the  
postproduction.

Workflow Steps

The use case consists of four main separate workflows, the: 
1) initialization of already existing and new incoming material, 

2) preparation of material for usage for the planned news shows and 

3) publishing of the material during the broadcasting of the news show itself, as well as, of further back-
ground material in accompanying internet presences and finally 

4) in the post production the archive department gathers statistics and selects the relevant materials for han-
dover to video editors, in the next initialization phase for future re-use.

The initialization workflow is a necessary precondition for the re-use and mixing phase, which needs sufficient,  
high quality, annotated Media Fragments, i.e. smaller, re-usable video snippets, which can be composed to larger  
program units. The basic sub-workflow with respect to the use case is the preparation workflow, as it exploits the  
Media Fragment repository for publishing news via different channels.  In the following, the sub-workflows are 
explained in more detail.

Actors and their roles in the workflow

8 The naming of  groups and actors  are quite different  in  public or  private  and smaller  or  larger organizations of  
different countries.  The denotation used in the following was selected according the needs of the news production  
workflow description.
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Even if the news creation workflow has to be processed in a few hours, a clear association of responsibilities for  
each sub task and an approval of all production steps by an authority is needed. These procedures are necessary, as  
the news publishing requires a high reliability and quality management for all published information. This task has  
become increasingly important with the requirement to publish immediately breaking news several times a day.  
When the time span to validate the correctness of a news story was nearly a whole day 15 years ago, the incoming  
news items from Internet and social media must be evaluated nowadays much faster, as the consumers immediately 
expect TV pictures for breaking news e.g. initiated by a tweet. 

Therefore several departments of the news production must be involved and proof the reliability of the source, the 
relevance for the actual incident and conditions for publication and distribution. This needs the involvement of 
members  from several  user  groups:  editors,  managing  editors,  rights  department,  archive  and  purchasing.  In 
addition,  the  archive  department  is  often  requested  to  gather  additional  materials  from the  own  footage.  Or 
possibly,  they initiate,  that  third  party footage  providers  digitize  and  offer  their  materials,  since  many other 
broadcasters have vast amounts of footage concerning the focused subject, which could be just the missing parts  
e.g. from a past event to accomplish the own archive. 

Media Fragment Creation

The following functionalities will be provided within the video editing workflow to gather Media Fragments from 
new video footage. The use case exploits video clips from 1 to 30 minutes with at least an expressive title, but  
usually some more expressive metadata according Dublin Core or TV-Anytime. The original clips are not yet split  
in shorter Media Fragments. The use case initially concentrates on the analysis of videos with subtitles, which 
allows for a more rapid validation of the newsroom tools than by employing the more advanced ASR or visual 
analysis methods. The video editing workflow is a combination of automatic functions as well as manual edition.

Analysis of the different tracks of AV materials

1. Gathering metadata associated to the whole video (e.g. Dublin core, TV anytime)

2. Scene and shot segmentation

3. Subtitle analysis of the video along the time line 9 

4. In further steps, the analysis will integrate ASR (automatic speech recognition), visual analysis or concept  
re-detection; since the SmartMediaEngine itself does not support this methods, external tools will be em-
ployed to cover this tasks.

5. Break down the videos or clips in annotated temporal or spatial Media Fragments, which are associated 
with the detected metadata. 

       Associate annotations to Media Fragments 
1. The annotation algorithm associates all collected information to the related Media Fragment, which will al-

low the user later to find those Media Fragments best matching certain topics. The algorithm gathers the in-
formation related to a Media Fragment by 

 first assigning the highest significance to the named entities (persons, places and objects, etc.) found 
for the Media Fragment itself, 

 but also considers the metadata associated to the whole clip and the adjacent fragments in the same shot 
and scene.

2. Determine appropriate segments presented to the editor, which e.g. have a reasonable length and consider 
scene / shot bounds

3. Define thumbnails for each identified Media Fragment.

       Store Media Fragments in repository

9  Subtitles are also called “closed caption” or “timed text”
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1. The Media Fragment metadata is expressed in RDF and can be serialized in many formats such as JSON, 
RDF/XML and TTL. We develop a service which generates this metadata and stores it within the Metadata 
Repository of the SME through the existing RDF REST API.

       Show and Edit identified Media Fragments
1. Show all Media Fragments for each media resource which have been processed; this includes the basic 

metadata (time start, time end, spatial dimensions), the annotations with recognized named entities, and the 
Media Fragment URIs for direct play of the fragments together with thumbnails

2. Edit and store annotations: all editing is realized as additional metadata which is qualified through proven-
ance information about motivation, editor, timestamps, etc. This information is stored as additional annota-
tions, so no existing metadata is actually altered or deleted but rather marked as e.g. “do not use”.

Media Fragment annotation

The video editing workflow aims at generating and annotating Media Fragments for later re-use. Basically, there 
are two starting points: i) the analysis of already existing materials within the archives and ii) the integration of the  
analysis and annotating workflow into the production process, thus ensuring that each incoming material will be 
indexed for further process steps. The workflow essentially relies on the availability of tools, which help to analyze  
the video sources and generate the annotated Media Fragments. However, the process cannot be fully automatic, 
even if the most advanced tools are provided. The video editor has to supervise the process and check the quality of  
the results. 

The workflow uses the MediaMixer toolset in the following steps:

1) Analysis of the media resources, which includes several sub-processes for the different tracks of the video

2) The first step is a scene and shot segmentation through a visual analysis

3) In addition, meta data are derived along the time line from subtitles, ASR (automatic speech recognition), 
visual analysis or concept re-detection 

4) The videos are broken down into temporal or spatial Media Fragments, which are associated with the de-
tected meta data. 

5) The meta data are processed through a named entity recognition and classification towards an ontology 

6) Enrichment of the meta data by exploiting the LoD cloud

7) The process may further run indexing procedures and Media Fragment duplicate identification. 

8) All detected Media Fragments and associated metadata are stored in the metadata repository.

Media Fragment Retrieval, Remixing and Publishing

The goal of the news editor workflow is to prepare the actual publishing of the news by selecting and combining  
the materials used both for the primary reports as well for the related background information. The newsroom 
repository should always provide up-to-date media materials and fragments to the editors for an easy, dynamic way 
to arrange, view and share media materials. During the whole process the users should have the option to receive  
input  from wire agencies,  assign topics,  edit  stories and events or just  enhance the topic relevant  background  
information with additional photos or videos. They should be provided to editors and journalists at any place, in the 
office as well as mobile on tablets or smartphones.

Services 

The starting point for news story planning is the collection of all relevant data for the news production, to store and 
share it with everybody in the editorial environment. The newsroom system should offer planning capabilities for 
organizing  and  searching  events  and  related  content  for  new stories.  Further  services  are  workflow specific  
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software personalization, project design and management services. They should allow journalists to identify easily, 
what Media Fragments are available for a special theme, topic or event and if already somebody accesses and plans  
to use it.  The provision of event  locations with a link to Google Maps or other details  regarding the specific  
incident allows the enrichment of metadata for this planning module in a transparent and efficient way. 

The system functionality for the news editing workflow makes use of the metadata as initialized by the Video  
Editing Workflow. The main objective is to find, select and combine relevant Media Fragments and prepare them 
for publishing through the different channels. Thus, the system functionalities needed to support this workflow are 
the following:

1. Search & Recommendation
Search and generate recommendations for relevant Media Fragments based on different parameters, such as 
topics, people, locations, events, objects, length, etc. This will return all Media Fragments which match the 
criteria, e.g. have the needed length, quality and other needed properties.

2. Browse 
the resulting Media Fragments are displayed with their thumbnails, annotations and metadata; they can be 
ordered, filtered or grouped according to different criteria, e.g. persons, concepts or locations.

3. Select
those Media Fragments to integrated in the news edition are stored, the others are discarded.

4. Combine
 this is the actual mixing of Media Fragments; the selected Media Fragments are combined for publishing 
through the different output channels, i.e. the TV broadcast, HbbTV channel or Internet presence. Here it is 
possible to assign each Media Fragment to an output channel, put them into a sequential order (for TV 
broadcast/streaming) or generate metadata description content boxes for publishing as related background 
information. 

5. Export
 this system functionality supports the planning workflow step and generates the export of the combined 
Media Fragments to the publishing channels, which will then manage the publishing process itself.

6. Collaboration
 The system should support the sharing and exchanging of newsroom information, like wire agencies, stor-
ies or related background materials. The capabilities to access and retrieve data are essential to improve the 
productivity of the team and finally reach a good quality of the media assets. The retrieval should be flex-
ibly configurable to address the desired level and type of sharing ability between multiple systems, regard-
less whether they are located in the same building or across the country. 

The basic steps of the news editor retrieval are described in the following:

a) Search and Recommendation

In the standard working environment,  the  editor uses  tools  providing an outline of  the presentation to  be  
introduced by the anchormen and further information on the focused issue. This environment needs flexible  
functions for search,  recommendation and filtering to retrieve existing images and videos, which could be 
integrated into the new clip. As the video footage of many TV broadcasters is very large, and the amount of  
contained Media Fragments even larger, the most essential objective for the editors will be, to find the best  
fitting video clips in sufficient quality for acceptable costs. The video snippets derived from the repository are  
usually shortened to a length between 5 seconds and 2 minutes for the newly created news show. 

Browsing
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For an initial lookup, the editor may follow the catalogue tree of categories, where she can navigate down the  
tree, e.g. from »communication infrastructure«, to »end user devices« and then »smart phones«. 

Semantic Search 

For more specific search, the user possibly better finds the best clip by free keyword retrieval. This allows the 
search for any combination of keywords for topics, locations, events or persons. The results will be all Media  
Fragments which explicitly contain the requested keywords in texts, spoken language, subtitles or as visual 
objects. In addition, the semantic search will return all Media Fragments, which indirectly refer to the search  
term, e.g. the search for “Saturn” may also return a clip about “planets”. 

Recommendation 

The recommendation is  a specific form of search,  which offers the user without  explicit  request  the most 
similar materials related to the currently focused text, photo or video. The results are offered in a ranked list  
beginning with the most related item.

Filter 

The user sometime needs an advanced filtering depending on the properties and deepness of the planned news  
show,  target  audience  or  channel  by  using  criteria  such  as  type  of  materials,  clip  length,  creation  date,  
geographical origin or author. 

Presentation and Formats 

Further functions are needed to present the clips and Media Fragments with preview and different available  
resolution and formats.

Rights and Costs 

The access and retrieval for video materials should always consider the defined rights associated to the video  
clip. The system shows the conditions and costs for re-use considering target area, on-air time and time span for 
further distribution. At least four levels for material re-use conditions should be indicated:
 free

 available under clearly defined conditions regarding costs, target groups, time of publication etc. 

 available, but needs individual negotiations

 not available. 

Search Sequence  

In order to obtain the best quality for a minimum of costs, the users are offered materials with the following 
priority:

1) Search in archives, which contain manually edited and proved materials and metadata:
a. clips from the own archives
b. free or lower cost clips from archives of third parties. 

2) Search in the vast footage and raw materials, which are usually identified automatically and not manu-
ally validated: 

 own footage and raw materials

 footage and raw materials from third parties.   

b) Select & Edit 

The editing  process  begins  with  browsing through the  materials  by means  of  navigational  views such as 
sorting,  filtering,  faceting or clustering,  so that  the editor  can quickly select  the best  suited items for the  
planned news. The attributes also include information concerning DRM, provenance, licensing or billing, if  
available. The user needs at least these main functions for browsing, editing, and storage:

       Wires
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 wire browsing and searching 

 drag and drop to move wires

 immediate notification when new wires arrive

       Clips

 search and recommendation, which return ranked lists of clips 

 one or more thumbnails for each clip

 preview and low resolution video browsing

 pass selected clips to further tools, which allow to adjust them according the current needs, such as:

• cut or extract a smaller snippet from the clip

• adjust colors or brightness

• edit, could be needed to change textual or graphical elements as needed for the current task.

 showing relevant keywords of the demanded or offered news item, e.g. in a list or tag cloud.

c) Mixing and Composition

After  the  selection  of  the  appropriate  materials,  the  news  editor  combines  them to  a  mixture  of  Media 
Fragments  and  related  materials  for  the  news  show.  The  user  needs  appropriate  features  to  overtake  the 
retrieved data, which can be one or several results including links to the video clips. This also includes the  
creation  of  mixes  for  different  publishing  channels,  most  notably  the  TV broadcast  channel,  where  the  
materials have to be ordered sequentially, and associated Internet presences where related Media Fragments 
and background information can be offered for TV viewers. But also other channels such as HbbTV, mobile 
networks, Twitter or Facebook may be served each by a different set of materials.

 generate and edit story pools 

 generate composition of  news show item 

 copy clip into composed news show item

 support of simultaneous editing.

d) Plan 

In the last step the editor plans the publishing, i.e. for the TV broadcast the on-air times of the program and for  
the Internet and other channels the time when, which and for whom contents are published. Each program item 
will be delivered with EPG data, additional background information and notifications via tweets, Facebook 
forums, etc.:

 generate plan for each distribution channel 
• for TV broadcast: generate playlist (the playlist or rundown contains all media items in the sequen-

tial order to be broadcasted including trailer, commercials and background content ) 

Publishing workflow 

The publishing workflow initiates  the  actual  distribution of  the  created news mix  and related material  to  the  
different output channels. The planned TV broadcast can be both transmitted via broadcast as well as streamed over  
the Internet. It can be completely automatic and un-moderated, as well as presented by a news speaker. In some 
news editions, the speaker reads a prepared text (e.g. ARD Tagesschau), but especially longer news shows (e.g.  
ARD Tagesthemen) are live moderated, so that the text is not known in advance. This could be relevant for the  
generation of subtitles or sign language and the provision of teleprompter input. The related materials are published 
by a dedicated content management team and may also include social media publishing and discussions which are  
answered by a member of the team.
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The  publishing  workflow  itself  is  just  mentioned  in  order  to  show  where  the  initialization  and  preparation  
workflow aims at. The demonstration of the publishing workflow would require high efforts for a real broadcast  
field trial, which is outside the scope of the MediaMixer project. Therefore the publishing workflow steps are not 
regarded in more detail. 

Media Fragment Management

After the play-out the staff of the archive first executes the statistics and logs for all distribution channels according 
to a defined process. The obtained results about the user acceptance are taken into consideration for the selection  
and preparation of the published materials for future re-use. The archive group identifies the materials, which are 
worth to be stored and offered for the future production process. The selected materials have to be consolidated, 
e.g.:

 commercials, trailers and repetitions must be eliminated 

 titles, subtitles and other meta data are adjusted (e.g. titles created especially for jubilee editions are adjus-
ted for better re-use (e.g. “200 years French Revolution” is changed to “French Revolution”)

 the rights information is adjusted by the legal department according to the most recent distribution 

 for each Media Fragment one or more thumbnails are determined, which are shown to the editor for search 
and browsing (e.g. automatically proposed and approved by the editor) and the link to the source for the  
video player is provided. 

Additionally, the archive team may include further materials from 3rd parties, the Internet, news agencies or other 
providers,  which  were  identified  during  the  edition  process  for  further  re-use.  Finally,  all  own and 3 rd party 
materials identified for re-use are stored for the handover to the initialization process. 

Contribution of the use case to the state of the art 

As Media  Fragments  are  not  yet  really exploited  in  the  TV broadcast  industry,  this  use  case  demonstrates  a 
complete new way for finding and combining relevant materials for general or  special  news shows. It  is  thus  
suitable  to  demonstrate  and promote the usage of  Media  Fragments  within the  news  production context.  The 
demonstrator will address the domains “Climate” and “Renewable Energy”. The basic materials are taken from the 
EU Project  LinkedTV  10 and further free videos offered under the creative commons license,  split  into Media  
Fragments and offered to the editors to validate the demonstrator features. 

Demonstrator User Interface 

The demonstrator implemented for the MediaMixer project will concentrate on the features needed for the Media  
Fragment search, filtering and composition, which is provided as a plug-in to enhance existing newsroom systems. 
A small user interface is implemented to show the usability and benefits of the tool for the remixing of Media  
Fragments.

The  demonstrator  employs  the  SME  from  CONDAT,  which  already  offers  semantic  analysis,  search  and 
recommendations.  But  since  the  SME focuses  on  search  and recommendation  of  TV-programs  and  therefore  
operates on metadata for complete videos such as TV-anytime, the MediaMixer demonstrator realization needs the 
following extensions to operate on Media Fragments: 

 The editor user interface 

 For the video editing workflow:

 Media Fragment generation, annotation and storage

10  www.linkedtv.eu 
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 Semantic Linking & Enrichment for Media Fragments

 For the news editing workflow: 

 Search and recommendation for Media Fragments

 Presentation, edit, selection and handover of Media Fragments.

The SME combines several methods for semantic analysis and classification based on TV Program metadata such 
as  title,  genre,  author,  actors,  description,  etc.  The  semantic  analysis  process  generates  a  so-called  semantic  
fingerprint  for  each  program  by  making  use  of  an  active  ontology,  which  is  derived  from  several  LoD 
(LinkedOpenData) nodes such as DBpedia. The fingerprinting algorithm classifies the metadata by a named entity 
recognition and classification through the ontology. The method also includes an enrichment process by exploiting  
the LoD cloud. The active ontology can be refined by the editor to improve its expressiveness required for a  
specific broadcaster.

The use case partner CONDAT has integrated the MediaMixer technology into the SmartMediaEngine, to enable 
semantic tagging & visualization of Media Fragments and finding the most relevant background information, as  
well as, other Media Fragments for a certain topic. In order to demonstrate the search, edit and mixing functions for 
editors, a graphical user interface is needed, which offers 

 the available video materials

 the search and recommendation functions and presenting
o the results and

o additional information such as rating values

 selection of Media Fragments

 invocation of editing tools

 mixing the Media Fragments for distribution.

The following figure shows the demonstrator UI: 

FIGURE 4:  Newsroom Editor Tool

An example for a list of recommended fragments is shown in the following figure: 
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FIGURE 51:  Newsroom Editor Tool – List of recommended fragments

Demonstrator links

 Video available at http://bit.ly/mediamixersmartnews 
 Tool is private subject to IP of CONDAT 
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4. Copyright Mixer Hub – Media fragment exchange for copyrighted 
digital material 

Exchange of copyrighted digital material as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration with the  
Linked Content Coalition.   

Introduction

One key issue for the media industry these days, in addition to unauthorised media reproduction and distribution, is 
the reuse of media in user generated content (UGC).

As  the  amount  of  UGC increases,  for  instance  72  hours  of  video  are  uploaded  to  YouTube  every minute 11, 
unauthorised media reuse is becoming one of the top issues for media owners. 
This  is  because media  creation  tools  are  widely available  and UGC is  commonly created by mixing  content  
generated by users with copyrighted content. 
For instance, a video recorded by the user during his son football match but mixed with one of the latest music hits  
or video fragments of his favourite player recorded from a TV broadcast.

To  solve  this  issue  and  avoid  publishing  content  that  infringes  copyright,  UGC services  like  YouTube  offer 
mechanism to detect the unauthorised reuse of media.
Owners can register their content in YouTube to generate audio or video identifiers that can be then used to detect  
UGC where that particular song or piece of video has been reused. In the case of YouTube this services are called  
AudioID and VideoID.

For the UGC content matched by an AudioID or VideoID, YouTube offers to content owners three options: 
 To  block UGC content,  resulting in  the typical  YouTube message “This video is  no longer available, 

because…”.
 To track content, so the rights owner will receive information about how many visits does the video have,  

where do they come from, etc.
 To monetise video views so YouTube will show advertisements together with the video featuring content 

registered by the owner. The revenue for these advertisements will be shared between YouTube and the 
owner.

The option to monetise UGC content based on owned media has quickly become a new revenue stream for media  
owners.  It  is  usually just  a complementary way to get  revenue,  without  the importance of traditional  revenue 
streams. However, for media owners with big and popular archives, it can become a significant source of money. 
Moreover, some recent hits like “Harlem Shake” or “Gangnam Style” have generated a significant part of their  
revenue from UGC. For instance, for “Gangnam Style” as reported by New York Times on December 7th 2012,  
more than 33,000 videos on YouTube were reusing it  and the estimated revenue on YouTube was more than 
$870,000.

Problem Statement

However,  all  the  potential  of  this  new  revenue  stream  is  at  risk  if  copyright  subtleties  are  not  managed  
appropriately. For instance, if the same song is owned by different rights holders depending on the territory or it is  
just owned as part of a compilation and not for streaming. 
In this situation, it might be the case that more than one person claims to be the rights holder for the same piece of  
content. And the problem is that until the dispute about ownership is not solved, no one is going to be able to  
monetise.

These  kinds  of  issues  are  currently  solved  in  most  cases  manually.  Though  digital  rights  languages  might  

11  YouTube Statistics, http://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
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accompany  assets  and  they  allow  partially  automatizing  decisions,  like  sending  a  media  asset  to  YouTube  
ContentID service or not, there are many other information sources like internal policies or existing contracts that  
are not available in machine actionable form.
Consequently, someone has to take care of checking if for that particular song artist, the talent contract has a special  
clause prohibiting all  artist  content  to  me  streamed online together  with violent  images.  Besides,  this  way to 
proceed does not scale.

Proposed Solution

What is required is a scalable decision support system capable of integrating digital rights languages, like DDEX 12 

or ODRL13, together with contracts or policies, like talent contracts or business policies.
MediaMixer  semantic  technologies  provide  a  common  and  expressive  framework  where  all  these  copyright 
information sources can be represented together. Moreover, as they allow working at the higher level of expressions  
intended meaning, and contextualised by an ontology for the copyright domain, it is possible to automate more 
sophisticated decision support mechanism.
The Copyright Ontology goes beyond an access control language and models the core concepts in the copyright  
domain, starting from the different rights that compose Copyright, from Economic Rights like Reproduction Right  
to related rights like Performers Rights and also including Moral Rights.

Copyright

EconomicRights

RelatedRights

MoralRights

DistributionRight

ReproductionRight

PublicPerformanceRight

FixationRight

CommunicationRight

AttributionRight

TransformationRight

IntegrityRight

DisclosureRight

WithdrawalRight

PermorfersRights

ProducersRights

BroadcastersRights

RentalRight

ImportationRight

SoundRecordRight

MotionPictureRight

BroadcastingRight

MakingAvailableRight

AdaptationRight

TranslationRight

Figure 6:
However, this is not enough to provide computers and understanding of copyright beyond that there is a hierarchy 
of rights. The issue is to understand, for instance, what does it imply to hold Fixation Right.
To this end, at the core of the Copyright Ontology, there is the action model that represents the different “states”,  
which a creation can take during its lifecycle, and the actions that copyright value chain participants can do to  
move creations along that value chain.

12  Digital Data Exchange (DDEX), http://www.ddex.net

13 Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL), http://www.w3.org/community/odrl
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Fixation

Instance
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Work

Performance

manifest
Objects Processes
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improvise

distribute

copy

copy

fix

perform

communicate
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Victor Hugo’s  
Les Misérables 

Figure 7:
A value chain is then modelled based on a subset of these actions, starting from works conceived by creators like 
Victor Hugo’s “Les Misérables”, which is adapted by a screenwriter who then manifest his creation as script. The  
script can be then performed by actors to produce a performance, which can be recorded as a motion picture that is  
finally broadcasted to end users.

Creator

Actor

Producer

Broadcaster

User

Motion Picture

Script

Adaptation

Performance

manifest

perform

record

Communication

broadcast

transform

Literary Work

tune

Figure 8:
Each of these actions is connected with corresponding right, for instance the fix action is governed by the Fixation  
Rights. Therefore, to hold the Fixation Right on a creation like a performance or broadcast means that it is possible 
to perform the fix action on it to produce a fixation. Something that can be copied then if the Reproduction Rights  
is also hold to produce physical copies like DVDs…
The Copyright Ontology provides a common understanding for copyright terms, but it also provides a pivoting 
point around which other terms can be organised and integrated. For instance, the terms used in a digital rights  
language like DDEX can be connected to the Copyright Ontology to explain that being allowed to perform an “On  
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Demand Stream” is related with the Making Available Right. 
Other vocabularies, schemas and ontologies can be also integrated to make rights representations more expressive  
and interoperable, like existing ISO standards for country codes or the schema.org ontology promoted by the main  
search  engines  (Google,  Yahoo!,  Bing  and  Yandex)  to  establish  a  generic  ontology that  makes  search  more  
accurate. It can be also connected to the Copyright Ontology.

Once all  these semantic building block are placed together, they become a real powerful and versatile way of  
modelling digital rights languages, policies, contracts,etc. with enough detail to make them easy to integrate and  
machine actionable.
Existing tools like reasoners or rule engines, informed by these ontologies, can be fed with the semantic versions of 
these rights  expressions,  and define patterns  of  actions  that  are  allowed by some agreement  or  prohibited by 
contract.
Reasoners and rule engines can then check if a particular action that some agent is trying to perform, like trying to  
monetize an asset by streaming it on YouTube, is allowed or not by checking it against all semantic models created 
for digital rights expressions, policies or contract about that asset. The reasoner does the hard work of checking all  
possibilities,  minimising implementation cost  while  maintaining the flexibility and scalability of  the  proposed 
solution.

Solution Architecture

The architecture contributed by MediaMixer to implement the proposed solution is based on 5 main components. 

Figure 9:
First of all, there is a semantic data store (RDF Store) that stores all data once it is modelled using the RDF14 

standard. The store also uses the related ontologies in order to perform reasoning and implements checking if  
intended actions are allowed or forbidden by loaded digital rights expressions, contracts, policies, etc.

In order to load existing licenses, contract or policies, usually on paper or in people heads, MediaMixer provides 
the Rights Builder User Interface. This is an interactive tool, driven by the Copyright Ontology, that assists users 
while they model rights expressions, as it is shown in the demo in the next section.

14
 Resource Description Framework, http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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On the other hand, if rights information is available as part of the digital operations workflow, they can be also  
mapped to the common framework of the Copyright Ontology, using the  Rights Language Mapping module. 
Mappings range from legacy systems like custom flags at the database or DAM level (e.g. youtube?, itunes?,…) to 
standard digital rights expression languages previously mentioned in this document, like DDEX or ODRL.
To make it possible to inform copyright decisions, on media aspects like what appears in the video this song is used  
with on YouTube, there is also a Semantic Media Annotation module, which is capable of annotating videos but 
referring to unambiguous concepts, like the “Syrian Civil War” as defined in Wikipedia.
Finally, there is also a user interface module, which allows users to browse all the data in the RDF Store and  
flexible enough to adapt the user interface to the data actually loaded, independently of the schemas, vocabularies  
or ontologies that structure it. This module is the Rhizomer Media Explorer. 
All this pieces fit together to solve the scenario presented in this document. Can we monetize a video on YouTube  
featuring the song “Bullet in a Bible” whose rights we own as stated in the DDEX rights information available in 
the digital operations? Or, does that clause in the Green Day’s talent contract go against monetization in this case  
and we should block the video?

Avo i d   
m a k i n g  a va i l a ble 
o u r w o rk 
tog eth er w i th  
w a r con ten t

Digital'Opera, ons'
(DDEX)'

<isrc>USREV0500293</isrc>6
<DealTerms>6
6<ValidityPeriod>6
6 6<StartDate>2005+11+156
6 6</StartDate>6
6</ValidityPeriod>6
6<Usage>6
6 6<UseType>AdSupportedStreaming6
6 6</UseType>6
6 6<DistributionChannelType>6
6 6 6Internet6
6 6<DistributionChannelType>6
6</Usage>6
6<TerritoryCode>US6
6</TerritoryCode>...6

Seeing Syria's War Through the Lens 
b y  S O P H I A  J O N E S  -  O c t o b e r  0 9 ,  2 0 1 2 !

Rights'Language'
Mapping'

Rights'Builder'
User'Interface'

Figure 10:

Demo Overview

Once existing rights sources,  like  DDEX data,  or  information about  rights disputes from YouTube have been  
mapped to semantic data, they can be explored using the Rhizomer Media Explorer component.
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For instance, it is possible to browse the deals about Ad-Supported Streaming in the DDEX data.

Figure 11:
And from that, explore the descriptions of the media assets these deals are about, such as who authored them, how  
they are structured, etc.

Figure 12:
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It is also possible to explore the rights disputes associated to different UGC channels, once they are modelled as  
semantic data.

Figure 13:
Additionally,one can ask the reasoner why a particular dispute is “won” (supported by an agreement that authorises  
the associated action) or “lost” (there is a disagreement that prohibits it). The response contains a rendering based 
on  controlled  natural  language  (sentences  that  capture  what  is  modelled  in  the  semantic  data)  of  any rights  
expression, based on the Copyright Ontology. For instance, for the deal supporting one of the disputes.

Figure 14:

One of the disputes is about an asset that has been matched as part of a YouTube video.

Figure 15:

And that YouTube video has been semantically annotated as being about the concept “War” as defined in DBPedia.

Figure 16:
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At this point, the user - exploring the data - realizes that in this case, as the asset under consideration is by “Green  
Day”,  there  is  a  clause  in  their  talent  contract  about  “prohibiting  their  content  together  with  war  images  in  
YouTube”, and that is the reason for the dispute. 
This is not available as part of the DDEX rights data, so it can be modelled using the Rights Builder User Interface. 
The user starts by adding a disagreement.

Figure 17:

Then, the user defines the agent of the disagreement, and the tool assists the user based on what is in the semantic  
data RDF Store and the underlying ontologies. It autocompletes to instances of the expected type (in this case Legal  
Person) and what the user has typed so far.

Figure 18:
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The user continues defining the dates of the disagreement (when, valid from and until) and then adds a right,  i.e. 
the copyright related uses that are going to be forbidden.

Figure 19:

The right  is  first  defined then by picking these uses,  from the hierarchy of rights and actions defined by the  
Copyright Ontology and associated vocabularies.

Figure 20:

Once the right is defined to be “Making Available Right”, the associated action “Make Available” is picked and the 
Copyright Ontology is queried by the tool to retrieve all the dimensions, through which it can be further defined.  
For instance, who can perform “Make Available” (the “agent”), what can be made available (“patient”) or where  
(“location”) etc. All these dimensions are represented as input boxes the user can fill out.
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Figure 21:

The user fills the “medium” input box to define that where the Make Available action should be blocked to just 
YouTube. Therefore, from the drop-down list the user selects that the interest is in a particular instance and then 
starts typing and select the reference to YouTube from the autocomplete suggestions.

Figure 22:

Then, the user models what is being prohibited from being made available by filling the “patient” input box. In this  
case, it is not just a particular asset but a set of them. Therefore, “class” is selected from the drop-down. The user  
start typing the concept to refer to, “Green Day Work with War Content”. However, it does not exist yet in the  
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semantic store so the user is offered the option to create it.

Figure 23:

The new concept is created and, as what is expected to be the value of “patient” is a “Creative Work”, a subset of it  
is created. The tools also check the underlying ontologies to look for dimensions that can be used to define the  
particular kind of “Creative Work” under consideration, and generates input boxes for them (like subject, author,
…).

 

Figure 24:

The first dimension to further define the new concept is to restrict author to “Green Day”, so the concept refers now 
to any “Creative Work” whose author is “Green Day”. 
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Figure 25:

Then, it is time to define that what is prohibited, is not to make available any work by Green Day but when it is  
part of “War Content”. The user fills the “is part of” input and as this concept is not already defined, a new one can  
be created.

Figure 26:

The new concept for “War Content” is also a kind of “Creative Work”, and the “subject” dimension can be used to 
define it. In this case, the user types “War” and it is autocompleted to the corresponding concept in DBPedia (the 
semantic version of Wikipedia).

Figure 27:

Now, once the clause in Green Day’s talent contract has been modelled, it can be saved in the RDF Store.
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Figure 28:

The reasoner will now use the additional rights information and as it will match what is intended to be done in the  
last dispute (ad-supported streaming of a YouTube video about war and featuring Green Day work), the user will  
see that the dispute is “lost”.

Figure 29:

When the user clicks, in order to learn why the dispute is lost, the Rhizomer Media Explorer shows the rights 
expression from Green Day’s talent contract, rendered as sentences.

Figure 30:
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It can be also clicked to browse its representation based on semantic RDF data.

Figure 31:

Demonstrator links

 Video is online at http://bit.ly/copyrightmanagement 
 Online: http://rhizomik.net/mediamixer 
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5. New core member use cases

In the same period, as the original use case partners developed their demonstrators, new 'core community' members  
have joined MediaMixer and were invited to work with us in defining a use case that, in the next period, may be 
developed further towards a demonstrator. Several core members have accepted this invitation and this chapter lists  
new use cases which we will continue to explore with the core members in the remainder of the MediaMixer pro-
ject. 

 Media Watch on Climate Change (Weblyzard GmbH)
 OTT contextual advertising (Tagasauris)
 LinkedTED (Tagasauris)
 TV now and then (Tagasauris)

5.1. Media Watch on Climate Change (Weblyzard GmbH)

Brief summary

The Media Watch on Climate Change (MWCC) is an initiative of MODUL University Vienna, which utilizes the 
webLyzard Web intelligence platform to support environmental stakeholders. The system allows analyzing trends  
and shifts in online discussions about climate change, tracking concept frequency and sentiment in heterogeneous 
online content sources (various Anglo-American news sources, social media, and the blog posts and press releases 
of both environmental NGOs and Fortune 1000 companies).

The platform's current functionality relies on the content of textual media on the Web even though increasingly 
governments,  organisations  and  individuals  are  using  video  in  their  communication,  with  TV interviews  and 
speeches  being shared alongside personal  opinions and protest  recordings on the Web.  This  growing body of 
opinion on climate change is currently not being deeply analysed in MWCC, which is a significant segment of  
interest to stakeholders since video-based content sharing is the fastest growing area on the Web.    

In this use case, we propose to integrate deep video opinion analysis into the MWCC functionality set, based on  
video transcript extraction and analysis, complemented by audio and visual analysis techniques. Media fragment 
technology and semantic annotation will allow us to consider video material as the sum of many topically distinct  
parts and analyse the meaning of each part separately. A video tab will be added to the Media Watch platform  
where the user can see topically relevant video fragments, being able to explore their wider meaning and context of 
the set of fragments, while disregarding irrelevant data in other fragments of the same videos. 

Actors and their roles

The main actor in this use case is the MWCC end user. These are environmental stakeholders with an interest in  
exploring trends and shifts in global online opinion about climate change. The main stakeholder at the time of the 
writing is the Climate Program Office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  

Activity / workflow

The platform user is exploring trends on a specific topic, e.g.  ”fracking“. Besides the  ”atomic“ sources' feature 
analysis results, they choose the 'video' tab to drill down into how the topic is being referred to within online video 
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material in the time period. A list of video fragments is provided of online videos in which the topic is referenced.  
For each fragment, the containing video is identified (title, user source, Web source) as well as an indicator of how 
fracking is referenced (e.g. the part of the video transcript) and a thumbnail with the key frame from that video 
fragment. Clicking on the thumbnail plays the video fragment, while a smaller icon gives the option to see the 
fragment within the video as a whole. 

In  the  system,  videos –  as  they are  crawled and selected  for  ingestion into  the  Media  Watch platform – are 
additionally analysed at the fragment level. A transcript is extracted for the video and concept detection, supported 
by  additional  visual  and  audio  analysis.  In  particular,  visual  analysis  is  used  to  determine  significant  shot  
boundaries within the video in order to split it into self-contained fragments. This analysis step leads to a semantic 
annotation of the video at fragment level, which is stored in a RDF repository. When the video tab in the platform 
is opened, a query on this repository retrieves the video fragments annotated with the current search term.  

System functionalities

 video analysis (textual, audio, visual – both shot detection and concept extraction)
 entity extraction over text
 video semantic annotation 
 metadata storage and management
 semantic query and results presentation on the front end
 video fragment playback 

5.2. OTT contextual advertising (Tagasauris)

Brief summary

 Much televisions today are being broadcast by IP, either as IPTV (using an operators own IP network) or  
Internet TV (using the Internet as delivery channel). TV channels are rebroadcast in the same format as on 
their traditional, linear channels via cable, digital or satellite. However, the broadcaster is now a third party 
licensee – often referred to as OTT (Over the Top) provider - for streaming the TV channel content over  
their  network,  possibly  alongside  additional  digital  services  that  they  provide,  such  as  program 
recommendation to authenticated viewers who have set up an interest profile.

 TV advertising is a critical revenue channel for the broadcast channels, which encounter new challenges  
and opportunities in the digital  era.  OTT providers are also keen on finding new revenue possibilities  
besides a subscription model for their viewers. Subscription costs could be lowered by generating more  
income via Web advertising, but subjecting viewers to both Web and TV commercials within the integrated 
Web-TV environment risks being too much. IP networks have the advantage of supporting unicast delivery 
of data rather than just broadcast, and being able to tie viewer information to individual IP addresses (or  
user logins). In other words, when a commercial runs on broadcast TV, it is the OTT provider who knows 
more about each individual viewer of that commercial. By linking broadcast commercials to individual 
offers for viewers, the OTT provider can enhance TV advertising, making it both more useful to the viewer  
and a revenue source for the provider (as well as the advertiser). 

 In this use case, we consider the linking of broadcast commercials to additional, viewer specific offers  
overlaid by the OTT provider in the Web-TV environment. 
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Actors and their roles

The actors in the use case are the advertiser, the OTT provider and the TV viewer. 

The advertiser provides their commercial blocks to the TV broadcaster who broadcasts them in an agreed frequency 
and time period on their  TV channel.  In return,  the advertiser  pays the broadcaster  for the broadcast  of  their  
commercials. Direct feedback from the 'success' of those advertisements is hard to acquire, since it is an one-way 
communication with potential consumers. While some success measures became possible as 'coded' SMS numbers 
or Web URLs were used for viewers who wanted to react to the commercial (or now, use of Twitter hashtags...),  
SmartTVs open a new possibility for advertising to get more two-way interaction with viewers ('press the red  
button'). However, as the interactive elements are broadcast with the commercial, they are not well adapted to the 
individual viewer. 

Activity / workflow

The platform user is exploring trends on a specific topic, e.g.  ”fracking“. Besides the  ”atomic“ sources analysis 
results, they choose the 'video' tab to drill down into how the topic is being referred to within online video material  
in the time period. A list of video fragments is provided of online video in which the topic is referenced. For each 
fragment, the containing video is identified (title, user source, Web source) as well as an indicator of how fracking 
is referenced (e.g. the part of the video transcript) and a thumbnail with the key frame from that video fragment.  
Clicking on the thumbnail plays the video fragment while a smaller icon gives the option to see the fragment within  
the video as a whole. 

In  the  system,  videos –  as  they are  crawled and selected  for  ingestion into  the  Media  Watch platform – are 
additionally analysed at the fragment level. A transcript is extracted for the video and concept detection from the 
transcript is supported by additional visual and audio analysis. In particular, visual analysis is used to determine the 
significant shot boundaries in the video in order to split it into self-contained fragments. This analysis step leads to  
a semantic annotation of the video at fragment level which is stored in a RDF repository. When the video tab in the  
platform is opened, a query on this repository retrieves the video fragments annotated with the current search term. 

System functionalities

 video analysis (textual, audio, visual – both shot detection and concept extraction)
 entity extraction over text
 video semantic annotation 
 metadata storage and management
 semantic query and results presentation on the front end
 video fragment playback 

5.3.  LinkedTED  (Tagasauris)

Brief summary
The TED talks series shares the fact that some of the world's leading thinkers and innovators are speaking, but the  
topics which are covered can vary widely. Notwithstanding, across this wide body of material, there are common, 
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maybe universal, ideas which may be returned to from wildly different perspectives (“love“ perhaps, seen in an 
evolutionary biological way or within the prism of popular culture). These links across the various talks, which  
would form a new way of exploring the corpus – topic-centred rather than speaker-centred – are not made explicit  
in the current TED online offering. LinkedTED aims to offer users a new, topic-centred way to explore the TED 
talks corpus, and hopefully uncover new insights by putting different expert's opinions on shared topics together 
where comparison is facilitated.  

Actors and their roles

The actors in the use case are the viewer and the content owner. 

TED talks, as content owners, will procces their video material in such a way that parts (fragments) of the talks can 
be associated with certain topics. Topical searches on the TED talks website will allow for sets of such fragments , 
which share an association with that topic to be returned. 

Viewers will be accessing the TED talks website, and using the topical search function in order to find out what has 
been said about a certain topic across different, maybe wildly distinct, TED talks. 

Activity / workflow

As videos are ingested into the TED talks database, currently only atomic metadata is captured, such as speaker,  
title and description. This will be extended to analyse the video material, using Shot Segmentation techniques, such  
that the video can be split into a set of distinct fragments which can be expected to address distinctly different  
topics (within the overall  subject  of the talk).  An annotation of the fragments is performed by making use of 
available information about the talk itself, e.g. a transcript or subtitles (which could also be automatically generated  
via ASR technology or human transcription),  where keywords are extracted from the transcript  of each single 
fragment and, using ontologies (knowledge models for a domain), associated to topics which can be the target of a  
topical search. The result is the filling of a metadata repository with these fragment annotations, and the topical  
search functionality of the extended TED talks website can perform such a search, by transforming viewer queries 
to looking for topic matches against video fragments. A list of matching fragments can be presented to the viewer  
in the Web interface with video fragment playback capabilities. 

System functionalities

 video analysis (shot detection)
 video transcription (if not available, e.g. using ASR or human crowdsourcing)
 entity extraction over text
 video semantic annotation against a topics ontology 
 metadata storage and management
 semantic query and results presentation on the front end
 video fragment playback 
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5.4.  TV now and then (Tagasauris)

Brief summary
There are many media owners with countless historical media items in their archives. If there is a revenue stream in 
place, it is typically for the licensing of these items to other media users, for re-use in print or broadcast materials.  
This reflects a small, specialised market of customers, with very limited growth potential. These items are often of 
general public interest, and hence additional revenue could be obtained by making these items more accessible to a 
wider audience. In this case, it is less likely that a consumer wishes to purchase or license the media, but rather to  
have access to it in a moment of relevance. For example, while watching a TV documentary, places , persons and 
events are regularly mentioned and put into some context. However a recorded show cannot cover all possible  
areas of viewer interest. A possible added-value service that could be offered (e.g. in a ConnectedTV OTT service  
or a second screen application synced to the TV program) would be to allow viewers, to browse additional archived 
media about topics of the documentary, e.g. photos of the person at locations in the viewer's region, or historical  
photos of the location shown in the program. 

Actors and their roles

The actors in the use case are the viewer, the (TV or mobile) service provider, the content distributor and the  
content owner. 

Content  owners have historical  media archives  which are being digitised and preserved,  with some (probably 
limited) metadata about each item being stored with it. Rather than build out their own archival technologies and  
business  channels  to  make  new revenue  from licensing their  media  to  other  media  users,  they use  a  content  
distributor  partner  who  is  (NB.  possibly handling  tasks  like  media  storage  and  management,  incl.  metadata, 
alongside) mediating between the media owner and potential licensees, negotiating the licenses and connecting the 
actors  to  allow  for  the  media  transfer.  Content  owners  benefit  from not  needing  to  handle  complex  media 
management and rights negotiation tasks in-house where it is not their main competency (they are traditional print  
houses rather than new media innovators). In return, there is some revenue split between content owner and content  
distributor.

The content distributor, as reflected above, plays a more complex role in this use case than simply providing a 
distribution channel for someone else's media. Here, Roger's photo archive supports the content owners in making  
their digitised media archives available for search and purchase of media items. 

The service provider builds a new service offer on top of the media archive, linking sets of media items from 
content owners to topics occurring within a TV program. Probably the viewer can choose, by activating the service 
on their  connected device (a  mobile  app,  or  an option on a  Connected TV),  while  watching a  supported TV 
program to view topics which are being covered and browse, for a topic, to the historical media which represents it  
(whether synchronous or asynchronous to the program itself). 

The  viewer  is  a  consumer  of  the  TV  program  who  has  an  interest  in  accessing  this  additional,  historical  
information. While there are cases where this is related to personal interest, the use case perhaps applies better to e-
learning  scenarios.  For  example,  where  watching  a  documentary  is  in  any  case  a  starting  point  for  further  
exploration of a topic.  

Activity / workflow
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Two content sources need to be the subject of additional analysis and annotation: the TV program and the media  
archives.

The rights to the enrichment of the TV program would be purchased by the service provider. The program itself  
needs an annotation with topics (could be done manually or with an initial, automated phase) – the video may not  
be necessary as a transcript or subtitles file could also serve to identify relevant topics (however visually seen  
topics which are explicitly mentioned in the audio track would be excluded by this). These annotations with topics 
would be the trigger for the links to historical media, in order to ensure that links are found, it is recommended to 
map annotations to topics specified in some controlled vocabulary, ideally a taxonomy or ontology. That means a  
topic which is more specific (e.g. „assassination of John F Kennedy“) could be related to a more general topic  
(Presidential  assassinations), where  necessary to  gather  more  links  to  historical  media  (e.g.  pertaining  to  the 
assassination of Abraham Lincoln). 

The additional annotation of the media archives may be handled by the content distributor as a service to ensure a  
better findability of media items in those archives. Assuming images, primarily visual analysis will be performed 
on the media, with related metadata being used to improve the accuracy of such annotations, e.g. visual algorithms  
could identify a male and female person in a photo, but it is the metadata description (“Frank Sinatra meets Marilyn 
Monroe“)  which  allows  those  persons  to  be  associated  with  their  names.  Another  example  would  be , that 
geolocation information for a photo would allow for association of a building in a photo with its identity. One  
visual analysis approach of particular interest could be 'Object Redetection', which allows for a visual feature in an 
image - being annotated with the concept it represents - to be used throughout a collection to determine additional 
annotations, where it is determined that the same visual feature occurs in other images. As noted above, to allow for  
a more efficient linking of topics in the TV program with historical media, it would be preferable to draw the  
annotated concepts from a controlled vocabulary linked to a taxonomy or ontology shared with the TV program 
annotation. Since automated annotations cannot guarantee full accuracy, an additional human annotation step may  
be desired. These annotations would be used in search (APIs) within the historical media archives, to allow for 
collection of sets of media items related to a given topic.

The service provider would prepare their service by querying the media archives for items related to the topics of  
the TV program in question. For efficiency, we expect the sets of media would be collected and cached in advance,  
ready for delivery on request by viewers of the TV program-. Given that rich metadata could be extracted and made 
available for each media item (e.g. geolocation, date of creation of the original media) the service provider, may be 
able to present these media sets to the viewer in different interfaces (e.g. on a map or a timeline). 

System functionalities

 image analysis (concept detection, object redetection)
 entity extraction over a video transcription (possibly complemented by visual analysis)
 video semantic annotation against a topics ontology 
 metadata storage and management
 semantic query  
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6. Conclusions

MediaMixer is now able to provide a number of demonstrative implementations in collaboration with use case part -
ners, beginning with demonstrators based on the use cases and technologies offered by the MediaMixer consortium 
partners (JSI, CONDAT, UdL). This means that MediaMixer is now in a position to present industry communities 
real-world use cases in the domains of e-learning, broadcasting and digital rights management and demonstrate 
working systems using MediaMixer technology, which provide solutions. This will be a significant dissemination  
instrument at future industry events. Additionally publicly available online videos of the demos allow for distribu-
tion on the Web, sharing to interested contacts and embedding into other webpages. 

This is complemented by the collection of new use cases from the MediaMixer core members, which can also be 
developed further into demonstrators - for their internal evaluation or public dissemination – in the remaining time  
of the MediaMixer project.  
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